Grants & Scholarships

Grants
Nessa Cohen Grant for students not registered in painting or pastel classes
Xavier Gonzalez and Ethel Edwards Travel Grant for students of painting for travel and study in Spain
The Kuniyoshi Award for students of painting or printmaking
Ann and Bruno Lucchesi Grant for students of traditional figurative sculpture in clay
Gregory Lysun Grant for students of painting working in a representational style
Phyllis H. Mason Grant for students of painting working in a representational style
Doreta Kesson Masterton Grant for students of painting working in a representational style
Edward G. McDowell Travel Grant for unmarried students available for travel and study in Europe
The Roux Family Grant for students of realist portrait painting
Donn Russell Grant for artist materials
Lloyd Sherwood Grant for a student working in a nonobjective style in oil, acrylic, or mixed media

Merit Scholarships
Norma Adler Scholarship for students of abstract art
Adolf H. and Ada Aldrich Scholarship for students of realism and semi-realism
American Watercolor Society Scholarship
Will Barnet Printmaking Scholarship
Joseph Bartnikowski Scholarship
Elizabeth Cady Stanton Blake Scholarship
Elizabeth A. Clarke Scholarship
The Ronnie Cutler Award for students of oil painting
Janet and Russell Doubleday Scholarship
The Joe Eula Scholarship for artists whose work focuses on drawing
Vivian A. Frankel Scholarship for sculptors
Trudy and Henry Gillette Painting Scholarship
Trudy and Henry Gillette Sculpture Scholarship
Sidney Glusman Scholarship
Denise Suzanne Golinger Scholarship
Ray E. Goodbred Memorial Scholarship Fund, in memory of Rose Raymond Goodbred and Edward Stone Goodbred
Roberta Goode Scholarship
Margo L. H. Hammerschlag Scholarship
Peter Helck Scholarship
Ardis Hughes Scholarship
Antoinette Jacoby Scholarship
James C. Johnson Scholarship for sculptors
The Zena Kaplan Scholarship for women
Gerda Karr Scholarship for sculptors
Ruth Katzman Scholarship, in loving memory of her parents, Lilian and Max Katzman
Esther Issenman Keller Scholarship
Richard Lahey and Carlotta Gonzales Lahey Memorial Scholarship
Richard Lillis Memorial Scholarship
Reginald Marsh and Felicia Meyer Marsh Scholarship
The Henry Matisse Estate Scholarship
Marion R. Netter Scholarship for an immigrant student
Anthony Palumbo Scholarship for figurative drawing
Charlotte Howard Porter Scholarship
Jordan H. Prince Scholarship
George A. Rada Memorial Scholarship for artists working in the realist tradition
John M. Regan Jr. Scholarship
Martha T. Rosen Memorial Scholarship
Leonard Rosenfeld Scholarship
Hillard Schneider Scholarship for sculpture
Y. G. Srimati Printmaking Scholarship
The Adam and Susan Strider Scholarship for watercolor
Sol Tanne Scholarship
Ventura Family Scholarship for printmaking
Charles Blaze Vukovich Scholarship
Vaclav Vytlacil Memorial Scholarship, gift of Dr. Henry L. Segal and Evelyn Buff Segal
Catharine Lorillard Wolfe Scholarship for women

Work-Study Merit Scholarships
Available to work-study students, awards cover 25% of tuition.
Doreen Booker Bibro Scholarship for women over 40

Work-Study, Financial Aid Program Support
Funding for the Work-Study Scholarship Program has been made possible by generous League supporters over the years including:
William and Doris Adelman Memorial Scholarship Fund
Edward E. Block
Martha Moore and Louis A. Burnett
Olin Dows Estate
Jacques and Natasha Gelman Trust
Edward Gilbert Estate
Emilie I. Guntrum
Helen Herman
Hans and Dr. Emma I. Jacoby
Kathleen I. Kudra Award
The Hans Langhammer Family Scholarship Fund
Mary S. Litt and the Litt Foundation
Janine Luke Fund, in memory of Nina Schick
The Gloria Caruso Murray Scholarship Fund
The National Association of Women Artists
The Stillman-Lack Foundation, in memory of Ary Stillman
Theodore Adam Smith, in memory of his brother, Robert L. Smith
Benedict M. Tatti Scholarship Fund, established by the Tatti Family
Sydney Taylor Memorial Scholarship Fund, established by Ada Abrams
Special Opportunities
In addition to League-administered awards, the following special opportunities are available to League students via nomination:

**Fantasy Fountain Fund Scholarship Award** for study at the Marchutz School in Aix-en-Provence

**Fantasy Fountain Fund Scholarship Award** for study at the Paris American Academy Fine Arts Workshop